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KeeLine®

The Engineered Lifeline Solution

S E P A R A T I N G  P E O P L E  F R O M  H A Z A R D S

• RIGOROUSLY TESTED TO MEET ALL APPLICABLE OSHA, CSA AND ANSI STANDARDS
• UNIQUE, COST EFFECTIVE DESIGN FOR QUICK AND EFFICIENT INSTALLATION
• MAXIMUM SPAN OF 39’ ACCOMMODATES 3 USERS AT ONE TIME
• IMPROVED POST AND BASE PLATE FOR USE ON MULTIPLE ROOF TYPES
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Simple Design
Freedom to Work. Securely Attached. 
The KeeLine® horizontal lifeline system is designed to provide 
workers with freedom of movement on the rooftop while securely 
attached to the lifeline at all times.  

• Open design - nothing “hidden” in a closed container
• Stronger rivets, improved swage for enhanced safety
• Intuitive recertification process

Cost Effective
Smart Personal Fall Protection.
The KeeLine® horizontal life line system is a flexible, 
cost effective option for working at height.

• Stainless steel components are low maintenance
• Galvanized finish for corrosion resistance
• Can be mounted directly to concrete, steel, brick or stonework
• Fast, easy installation

Easy Integration
Configured to Fit.
KeeLine® uses 5/16″ grade 316 stainless steel wire 
and allow spans of up to 39′ between posts and can be 
utilized by up to three users at any one time. 

• Engineered for multiple roof types
• Accommodates corners and varying building shapes
• Non-penetrative engineering for water-proof rooftops

Reliable Performance
Tested. Trusted. 
• Rigorously tested on built roofs
• Endorsed by 3rd-party safety validation
• In-depth training: hands-on and classroom instruction
• Certification by Kee Safety professionally-trained installers

Kee Line®

Safety at the Highest Level

KeeLine® Features
• Third-party tested for safety and reliability
• Open framework: no hidden parts, no hidden defects
• Engineered for multiple roof types including membrane roofs
• Stainless steel system with galvanized components for durability

KeeLine® Benefits
• Reliability and peace of mind on the rooftop
• Corrosion resistant finish for long life
• Maximum span of 39′ allows 3 users at one time
• Accommodates corners and varying building shapes
• In-line shock absorber minimizes load in event of a fall

Establish an OSHA Compliant System
• Installation must be completed by a certified KeeLine installer*
• All KeeLine users must be properly trained to meet OSHA compliance
• In-depth KeeLine training is available through Kee Safety
• Requires yearly inspection for OSHA compliance

*Partnership Opportunities
Interested in becoming a certified KeeLine installer?     

Contact Kee Safety today: (877) 505 5003



KeeLine® incorporates a cutting-edge post and base plate design for use on membrane roofs.
By utilizing the same range of brackets as standard roof systems, KeeLine can be installed quickly and easily. 
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KeeLine® Innovative Upright Post System  
Engineered Safety for All Roof Types

Standing Seam RoofProfiled Metal Sheet RoofMembrane Roof 

OSHA Compliance
• OSHA Code 1910.140(c)(11-22)

Work Restraint [Active]: Horizontal Life Lines
The employer must ensure that each horizontal lifeline:
is designed, installed, and used under the supervision 
of a qualified person; and is part of a complete personal fall 
arrest system that maintains a safety factor of at least 2.

Compliance

Hierarchy of Fall Protection
1. Eliminate the Hazards
2. Collective Fall Protection [OSHA: Passive]
3. Work Restraint [OSHA: Active]
4. Personal Fall Arrest System

KeeLine® Overhead

•KeeLine® in-line shock absorber limits end loads to structure
•Suitable for single or multiple span systems
•Spans of up to 100′ in between supports
•Supports multiple users
•Higher pre-tension reduces line sag and cable deflection
•Durable electro-polished Grade 316  Stainless Steel brackets and traveller
•Two-wheeled traveller glides along the intermediate brackets
•Meets safety requirements of international standards

Meets International Safety Requirements

Restraint or Arrest?
Work Restraint is Preferred.
A Restraint System (Active) is engineered to prevent 
a fall from occurring. The user cannot fall because 
they are actively restrained from reaching the edge 
of the roof.

A Fall Arrest System is designed so a fall is possible, 
but the fall is “arrested” or interrupted before the user
comes in contact with the ground. 
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Tel: (905) 669 1494
Toll Free:  (877) 505 5003

www.keesafety.ca
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Depend on the Experts at Kee Safety
A truly comprehensive rooftop solution follows the Hierarchy of Fall Protection, the gold-standard of safety 
procedures. Our experts start by inspecting the roof site for potential fall hazards. From there, a complete 
system solution and recommendations that descend down the four levels of the hierarchy—from simple, 
sensible approaches for eliminating risks - all the way down to lifesaving personal protection systems. 

Hierarchy of Fall Protection

The preferred solution to all fall hazards 
is elimination of the danger.

This solution “collectively” protects everyone. 
Rooftop perimeter guardrail is the most common 

example of collective fall protection

Prevents a fall from occurring 
by using personal fall arrest 
equipment so that the user 
cannot reach the roof edge 

A fall is possible, 
but the fall is “arrested” 

or interrupted within 
an acceptable force 

and fall distance 

Kee Safety uses the Hierarchy of Fall Protection to reduce risk on the roof. Originated by OSHA, the goal is to expertly evaluate, 
provide a comprehensive strategy, and install a rooftop solution to successfully and safely separate people from hazards.

Collective Systems require no additional training to use. Work Restraint and Fall Arrest Systems both require a high level of 
user competency, training and additional inspection to be used effectively. 




